On 5th July 2017, the Turkish human rights defenders Günal Kurşun and Veli Acu (Human Rights Agenda Association), Idil Eser (amnesty International Turkey), İlkü Kitapçığ (Women’s Coalition), Nalan Erkem, Özlem Dağlan and SeyhOLUME Ozbekli (Helsinki Citizens’ Assembly), Nejat Tastan (Association for Monitoring Equal Rights), and their international trainers Ali Gharavi and Peter Steudtner (Hivos), were arrested near Istanbul during a training on IT-Management and dealing with stress and trauma.

Around three months later, the "Istanbul 10" were charged with support of terrorist organisations.

Today it is 100 days since their arrest!

We demand:
Freedom for the Istanbul 10!
Drop the charges against them!
Protect human rights – in Turkey and everywhere!

Write postcards to the prisoners:
www.kurvewustrow.org/send-mail-in-turkish-to-the-istanbul10/?lang=en

Receive the newsletter and get active:
www.kurvewustrow.org/civicrm/istanbul10?language=en